
1. Introduction

After several decades since Marshal McLuhan
coined the term “global village” to describe the
impact  of  the  new  computer  and
communication technology on our lives, there
is  a  fast  growing  body of  evidence  that  this
impact goes far beyond any expectation.

We are a gregarious species, and the increase of
the intensity of social interactions is linked to
physical and physiological modifications of the
brain ([8]).  It  seems that  the Internet  and the
social  networks  literally  change  our  physical
brains, not just our habits.

Therefore,  the  true  consequences  of  this
unprecedented expansion of the communications
in the Internet era are yet to be evaluated.

In  this  paper,  we  explore  the  inter-human
communication from the perspective of multi-
agent systems (MAS), and self-organization.

One  key  concept  for  understanding  the
technologically mediated interactions  between
people  is  “to  share”.  We  share  more  than
pictures and music preferences on Facebook: in
a  general  sense,  we  share  a  common
environment,  which  may  include  the  IT
infrastructure  we  use,  and  also  any  other
physical,  logical  or  cultural  elements  we  can
sense, and influence through our activity (see
Figure 1).

This mechanism of indirect communication and
coordination  by  means  of  traces  created  and
sensed in a shared environment has been called
“stigmergy”.  It  was  first  described by Grasse
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Figure 1. The core mechanism of stigmergy



([9]), and later raised a great deal of interest as
key factor of the “swarm intelligence” ([2]).

Stigmergy  and  swarm intelligence  have  been
extensively  studied  in  a  wide  variety  of
applications ([3]), mainly in robotics ([2], [3],
[20]), and optimization problems ([7], 14]).

Valuable  and  extensive  analyses  of  the
mechanisms of stigmergic interactions in multi-
agent  systems  (MAS)  are  available  in  ([10],
[18]).

In  this  paper,  we  discuss  the  stigmergic
interactions  between  human  agents  from  a
slightly different  perspective:  we consider the
case when the agents share not just a common
environment,  but  also  some  mental
representations thereof – cognitive maps.

The core idea of the research described here is
that  the  processes  of  self-organization  called
„swarm  intelligence”  can  be  triggered  by
building – through the collective effort of the
whole  population  of  agents  –  a  „global
cognitive  map”  stored  in  the  distribution  of
traces created by the agents in the environment.

We outline the elementary operations and the
technological means to automate the process of
creating  and  sharing  the  collective  cognitive
maps in order to induce stigmergic behaviour in
human MAS.

Apart  from  this  introduction,  the  paper  is
organized as follows:

- Section 2 is  a  brief  presentation of  the
conceptual  framework that explains the
connections  between  cognitive  maps
and stigmergy.

- In Section 3 we explore the possibility to
automate  the  collective  creation  of
shareable cognitive maps.

- Section 4 is reserved for conclusions.

2. Cognitive Aspects of Stigmergy

Regardless  of  the  type  of  agents  under
consideration,  from protozoa  to  humans,  and
beyond, to artefacts having a certain degree of
autonomy,  every  action  occurs  in  space.  The
space is “the recipient” where biologic agents
find  food  sources,  predators,  partners  for
mating,  shelter  for  themselves  and  their
offspring,  etc.  Therefore,  the  way  the  agents
perceive  the  space,  the  relative  positions  and
distances  between various elements  thereof  is
crucial  for  survival,  and  determinant  for  the

behaviour of the agents.  Though some of the
interactions between biological agents and the
environment  have  been  explained  by  simple
mechanisms like phototaxis and chemotaxis, it
is  obvious  that  the  majority  of  the  spatial
behaviour of most organisms cannot be reduced
to  such  simple  strategies.  For  this  reason,
Tolman  ([25])  postulated  the  existence  of
certain  neural  structures  called  “cognitive
maps” defined, in a general sense, as a mental
model of the spatial environment.

Later,  O’Keefe  ([16])  provided  a  series  of
experimental data, and argued that there exist in
a  certain  area  of  the  brain  (hippocampus)  a
class  of  cell  specialized  in  processing  the
spatial  information  (“place  cells”),  which
exhibit  activity  patterns  obviously  correlated
with  certain  features  of  the  space  where  the
agent  operates.  Despite  some  critics,  (a  good
review  is  available  in  [6]),  the  concept  of
“cognitive  maps”  is  almost  unanimously
accepted, and has been explored from various
perspectives: biology, psychology, engineering
(robotics), cognitive sciences, architecture and
urbanism, etc.

In engineering, the concept of cognitive maps
has been mostly used in the context of robotics
research. The approaches used here range from
agents with simple, reactive behaviour, (where
the cognitive map is   implied by the existence
of a localization systems e.g. odometry or GPS)
to  solutions  wherein  the  agents  build  and
maintain  a  complex  global  map  of  the
environment ([26]). 

A particularly interesting research direction has
been suggested by Chialvo & Millonas ([5]), who
demonstrated, (using a probabilistic framework),
that the self-organization processes called “swarm
intelligence”  ([2])  can  be  assimilated  with
building,  through  the  activity  of  the  whole
population  of  agents,  a  global  cognitive  map,
located not in the neural structures of the agents,
but in the pheromone ([11]) traces created by the
agents in the environment.

In fact, there is a striking similarity between the
dynamics of sensing a pheromone distribution
resulted  from the  activity  of  a  swarm and  a
simple  neural  network.  Apparently  this  was
first suggested in our work ([20]).

Assuming  that  a  generic  ant  senses  the
pheromone  scent  produced  by  N  discrete
sources, as shown in Figure 2, due to diffusion,
the effect of the discrete pheromone sources is
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weighted by the distances between the sources
and  the  sensing  agent.  Eventually,  the
superposition  integrates  the  effects  of  all
sources (see Figure 3).

Note the perfect match of the structure shown
in Figure 3 with the well-known model of the
artificial  neuron  (the  Weber-Fechner  law  of
perception adds a non-linear activation function
to the effects of diffusion and superposition of
the pheromones).

Figure 2. Notations used to describe the
superposition of the effects of

N discrete sources of pheromones

Figure 3. The process of sensing N discrete sources
of pheromones is equivalent to the operation of a

generic neuron

Biological agents like insects usually sense the
pheromone  traces  by means  of  two antennas.
Differential  sensing  provides  the  agents  with

valuable  additional  information  about  spatial
gradients of the pheromone distribution.

We have  used  the  equivalent  neural  network
created  this  way  (see  Figure  4)  to  directly
control  a  mobile  robot  for  path  following
([20]).

This neural connection between the agents and
their  environment  suggests  that,  for  each
particular place of the environment, by simply
sensing  the  pheromone  traces,  an  agent
instantly  learns  some  information  about  the
spatial  distribution,  and past  behaviour of the
other agents.

Assuming  an  instance  capable  to  iterate  the
procedure of integrating this information for all
the “places” of the environment, it is possible
to  obtain  a  global  cognitive  map of  the
respective environment.

Figure 4. Differentially sensing pheromone traces
with two antennas creates a small

equivalent neural network

In  the  following  section,  we  explore  the
possibility  to  create  such  an  instance  -  a
technological  context  that  allows  the
(automated)  creation  of  some  data  structures
equivalent to global cognitive maps.

And,  knowing  the  close  connection  between
the cognitive maps  and the behaviour  of  the
agents,  it  can  be  presumed  that  sharing  the
resulting global maps with the agents can be a
means to influence their behaviour, and induce
self organization. 

3. Creating Global Cognitive Maps
to Foster Stigmergic Interactions

The current section introduces synthesis details
of  the proposed approach to  build distributed
maps enabling stigmergic interactions.
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3.1  Virtual  pheromones  as  the  internal
“scent” of cognitive maps 

We have  made  a  first  step  towards  building
global  cognitive  maps  in  MAS by proposing
the concept of “virtual pheromones”, defined as
traces  created  by  the  agents  not  in  the
environment, but in a representation thereof – a
map (see [20]).

Consider the following example: if a plurality
of  agents,  having  their  own  means  of
localization (e.g. GPS), periodically report their
current position to a central station, then it  is
possible  to  create  at  the  base  station   a  data
structure embedding geographical,  topological
and  virtual  pheromone  information  for  the
considered space (see Figure 5).

Basically,  this  is  a  Cartesian  2D  grid  map,
where  the  agents  mark  their  trajectories  by
placing  a  discrete  pheromone  source  in  each
cell of the map they cross.

Just  like  the  biological  pheromones,  virtual
pheromones diffuse in space up to a maximum
distance σ, and their effect decreases with time
through evaporation, so that unreinforced traces
eventually disappear.

Figure 5. An example of a technological set-up for
creating global cognitive maps
based on virtual pheromones

Assuming a simple, linear model of diffusion, a
discrete  source  of  pheromones  Sk,  having the
intensity Pk, can be sensed at a certain distance
x with the intensity:

p ( x)={ pk(1− x
σ ) 0< x<σ

0 x≥σ
(1)

The  superposition of  the  effects  of  all  N
sources leads to:

PR=∑
k=1

N

pk (1−d k

σ ) (2)

And,  considering  the  evaporation (we  also
assume  here  a  linear  model  for  the  sake  of
simplicity),  the  resulting  pheromone  intensity
sensed in an arbitrary point is:

PR( t )=∑
k=1

N

pk (1−d k

σ )(1−t−t k

τ ) (3)

where tk is the “birth moment timestamp” of the
source Sk, and, τ is an evaporation constant.

If the map that embeds the information about
the  distribution  of  virtual  pheromones  is
shared  with  all  the  agents  (as  a  common
memory),  they  acquire  a  global  knowledge
about the environment, which allows them to
adjust their behaviour considering the activity
of the other agents.  For example,  the system
presented  in  Figure  5  has  been  the  starting
point of the invention described in [21], which
refers to a vehicle navigation system capable
to induce “ant colony optimization” processes
in the road traffic. 

As  Parunak  noted  in  [17],  the  “space”
representing  the  MAS  environment  is  not
necessarily  a  Cartesian  space.   Graphs
(hierarchical or not), or just lists (databases) of
items,  can  equally  be  considered  as
environments  capable  to  “host”  self-
organization processes. 

The  simple  model  of  virtual  pheromones,
described by (3) does not require the absolute
positions  of  the  agent  and  the  pheromone
sources – only the relative distances between
the agents and the pheromone sources matter.
Thus,  the  model  of  virtual  pheromones
proposed above is  applicable  in  other  metric
spaces,  provided that a distance function can
be defined.

We have described in [23] a MAS experiment
wherein  the  environment  is  a  large  set  of
learning objects Λ, organized as a database that
can be independently accessed by a number of
users (the agents), who can search and retrieve
learning objects .

For ∀ x∈Λ there exists a set keyword tags:

K x={k 1 ,k 2 , . . ,k μx } (4)

where μ x=|K x|  is the cardinal of the set K x .

For any two elements  xi , x j∈Λ  it is possible
to define the relative distance between them:
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d ij=1−S ij (5)

where Sij is the Jaccard similarity index:

S ij=
|K i∩K j|

|K i∪K j|
(6)

It is possible to attach to each element xj of Λ a
numeric value Pj (the virtual pheromone), and –
having  the  distance  calculated  with  (5)  –  we
can describe the effect of diffusion. Whenever
the  element  xj is  accessed,  the  value  of  Pj is
increased  with  a  constant  ratio  P j=P j+δp ,
and  the  virtual  pheromone  source  associated
with Pj diffuse to all other elements, so that for
any xi∈Λ⋮i≠ j :

P i=P i+P j (1−d ij

σ ) (7)

The  effect  of  evaporation  can  be  easily
modelled  by  decreasing  at  constant  time
intervals the pheromone value of all the items
in the database.

The resulting virtual pheromone intensities can
serve two purposes:  first,  as a simple way to
implement a basic recommender system (items
having  high  pheromone  values  can  be
presented as more desirable), and secondly, as a
means to automatically purge large databases of
unused items in a process somewhat similar to
the apoptosis described in biology.

Other examples of self-organization induced by
virtual  pheromones  are  described  in  [22],
and [24].

3.2 The behaviour is the message

The idea of creating global cognitive maps of
the  common  environment  in  MAS,  as  in  the
examples described above, can be criticized for
the  centralist  approach,  which  lacks  the
inherent robustness of the distributed systems.

It  may  be  true,  but  this  disadvantage  is
compensated by several major advantages, the
most important of which being the capability to
capture “Behavioural Implicit Communication”
(BIC) messages ([17]). 

As  emphasized  in  [4],  BIC  should  not  be
confused with “non-verbal communication”, or
“expressive behaviour”. For the purpose of this
presentation,  we  will  use  the  term  BIC  to
designate the process of attaching (at the level
of  the  observer)  a  “meaning”  to  observed
actions (see also [27]).

When a person chooses to drive on a particular
road, to buy a product, to visit a web page, or
simply  to  be  present  in  a  certain  place  at  a
certain time, he involuntarily sends a message
about a personal preference, attitude, or value.
If  an  observer  is  able  to  decode  all  the  BIC
messages generated in a community of agents,
and integrate them in a data structure that can
be  shared  with  all  the  agents,  this  may
influence the behaviour of the other agents, and
create stigmergic effects.

For example, in the system shown in Figure 5,
if  the  pheromone  distribution  map  is  made
available for all  the agents,  the drivers obtain
real-time information about how practicable are
the roads in a certain geographic area, starting
from the  global  cognitive  map  resulted  from
observing the behaviour of the other agents. 

Again,  in  the  example  of  the  database  with
shared learning objects,  the pheromone based
cognitive map also embeds BIC messages (the
implicit preference for certain LO).

By analysing  the  above  examples  (and  those
presented  in  [22],  and  [24])  it  is  possible  to
derive a general structure for systems capable
to generate stigmergic interactions by means of
global cognitive maps, as shown in Figure 6.
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Unlike the general stigmergic system presented
in  Figure  1,  the  proposed  structure  does  not
consider the traces created by the agents in the
environment, but the reflection of their activity
in  a  global  cognitive  map  created  by  an
observer, and shared with all the agents.

Obviously,  the  task  of  implementing  the
observer  of  a  system  with  the  structure
presented  in  Figure  6  is  not  trivial.  This  is
actually  the  key  for  creating  technological
environments  to  foster  stigmergic  interactions
between human agents.

3.3 Towards automatic generation of cognitive
maps starting from BIC messages

In some cases, being in a certain place, as in the
example presented in Figure 5,  is  in itself  an
easy way to decode BIC message. However, in
most  cases,  the  problem  of  automatic
recognition  of  certain  human  behaviours  is
much  more  difficult.  There  are  literally
thousands of studies, and dozens of significant
approaches  to  the  problem  of  recognizing  a
particular  abnormal  behaviour:  fall  detection
([13]).  And,  of  course,  the  topics  related  to
activity recognition are far more complex than
fall detection.

The problem of linking behaviours with places
(localization)  is  equally  difficult  (see  for
example [1], [12], and [26] for a flavour of the
complexity of this problem. ).

Fortunately,  in  most  cases,  the  interactions
between  human  agents  in  large  communities
are  technologically  mediated,  and  the
behaviours that must be recognized as carriers
of BIC messages are just particular uses of the
technological  gadgets,  which are  now part  of
the everyday life environment.

The  localization  is  also  simplified  by  the
technological context of actions, and – in many
cases  –  the  kind  of  localization  we  need for
creating  global  cognitive  maps  is  not
necessarily a set of Cartesian coordinates, but
rather to find a category that may include the
agent that generates a certain BIC message (e.g.
in a stigmergic marketing system, the age of the
target  user  may  be  more  important  than  the
place where he lives).

In what concerns the actual  generation of the
global  cognitive  maps,  the  concept  of  virtual
pheromones defined in subsection 3.1 offers a
generic, and easy to use solution.

It  appears  that  the  general  model  of  a
stigmergic  system  for  intelligent  agents
presented here is relatively easy to implement
in a large variety of practical applications.

4. Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper we have explored the problem of
technologically mediated indirect coordination
of intelligent agents.

Unlike  the  biological  stigmergic  systems,  the
proposed solution does not consider the traces
created by the agents in the environment,  but
the  reflection  of  their  activity  in  a  global
cognitive  map  created  by  an  observer,  and
shared with all the agents.

Several  practical  use  cases  presented  in  [22]
and [24] suggest that this approach may be the
core for a variety of interesting applications.

Further research is  needed to integrate in our
model  elements  of  cortically  inspired
computation ([1]), and to explore an alternative
distributed  implementation  of  the  observer,
based on the concept of “active environment”
([6]),  and,  of  course,  to  identify  more
applications of the proposed structure,  mainly
in what concerns improving collaborative idea
generation ([15]).
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